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The ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION of the State Col-

lege of Washington was established on the authority of the act passed

by the first Legislature of the State of Washington, March 28th, 1890,

which established a "State Agricultural College and School of Sci-

ence," and instructed its commission " to further the application of

the principles of physical science to industrial pursuits." The spirit

of this act has been followed out for many years by the Engineering

Staff, which has carried on experimental investigations and published

the results in the form of bulletins. The first adoption of a definite

program in Engineering research, with an appropriation for its main-

tenance, was made toy the Board of Regents, June 21st, 1911. This

was followed by later appropriations. In April, 1919, this depart-

ment was officially designated, Engineering Experiment Station.

The scope of the Engineering Experiment Station covers research

in engineering problems of general interest to the citizens of the

State of Washington. The work of the station is made available to

the public through technical reports, popular bulletins, and public

service. The last named includes tests and analyses of coal, tests

and analyses of road materials, testing of commercial steam pipe

coverings, calibration of electrical instruments, testing of strength

of materials, efficiency studies in power plants, testing of hydraulic

machinery, testing of small engines and motors, consultation with re-

gard to theory and design of experimental apparatus, preliminary

advice to inventors, etc.

Requests for copies of the engineering bulletins and inquiries

for information on engineering and industrial problems should be

addressed to Director, The Engineering Experiment Station, State

College of Washington, Pullman, Washington.

The Control of the Engineering Experiment Station is vested in

the Board of Regents of the State College of Washington.
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Introduction

The farmstead, being the source of supply of the food of the

world, deserves to have special attention paid to its needs. Of these

needs, few are greater than the need for pure water. It would seem

that farming regions, which are usually remote from the thickly

settled districts, would find no difficulty in securing such a supply.

But we find that many of our intestinal diseases, such as diarrhoea,

dysentery, typhoid fever, and the like, are more prevalent in the

country than in the city. This can mean but one thing the farming

community is very careless about its water supply.

The germs of these diseases may be distributed, disseminated

and carried long distances by water or by milk and vegetables which

have been contaminated by water. These diseases are also spread

over restricted areas by flies and other insects which breed in refuse

and filth. It would seem, then, that the vital problems confronting

the farmer are (a) the problem of securing a water supply that is

sufficient in quantity and that is at all times safe and wholesome,

and (b) the closely related problem of the careful and economical

disposal of the wastes in which flies breed and on which they feed.

The importance of pure water for drinking has been repeatedly

demonstrated. Disease is frequently traced to the use of impure

water from wells polluted by cess-pools, barnyard seepage, or othsr

sources of impurities. The water may be clear, ordorless and taste-

less and still contain dangerous disease germs. In such case, only a

chemical and a bacteriological analysis will reveal the danger, and

such an analysis should always be secured if the water is at all doubt-

ful. Such an analysis, costing but a small part of a doctor's bill,

to say nothing of the discomfort to the sick one, will enable the user

to tell whether purification is necessary.
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In other cases, the pollution is evident from the color, taste, or

odor of the water and from these alone it will be known that pro-

cautions are necessary.

Purification of Water

There are two general methods for the treatment of water for

the removal of impurities; (a) mechanical treatment by screens and

filters, and (b) chemical treatment, by the addition of chemicals.

Mechanical Treatment

Filters. Faucet screens and filters are of almost no value in

the purification of water. Comparatively coarse particles of mineral

matter and long slender threads of green or blue algae may be re-

moved from the water by passing it through the set of four or five

fine brass wire screens, such as can be purchased, ready for attach-

ment to the faucet, at the five-and ten-cent counter of any variety

store or from an oily-tongued agent at twenty-five to fifty cents. So

far as real purification is concerned, these accomplish nothing. The

same results can be obtained by straining the water through two or

three thickness of cheesecloth. There is only one type of faucet filter

that accomplishes any real purification. This type consists of an

inner tube of unglazed stoneware or porcelain and an outer metal

casing, tightly attached to the outlet of the supply pipe, to protect

the earthenware filter and to bring all parts of the filter into equal

use.

Its operation is very slow, requiring several minutes to pass a

teakettle full of water. To maintain its efficiency both as to passing

and as to purifying water, it must be boiled out once or twice a week.

Because it operates so slowly, it is an aggravation to anyone wishing

to secure water, and for this reason but few of them are found in use.

Large filters of a similar type are sometimes constructed to

furnish a filtered supply for drinking purposes only. The stoneware

filter is quite large, so that the amount required at one time for

drinking can be had without waiting for the filter. The outside con-

tainer itself may be of a semi-porous character so that the evapora-

tion of the water from its outer surface will keep the water within

the container cool enough for use; the cooling principle is the same

as that involved in the use of the canvas water-bag.





If the supply is taken from a well and requires to be filtered as

described above to insure its wholesomeness, the best treatment is

that suggested in the paragraph on "Safety Distance" in Bulletin No.

9 on "Well and Spring Protection."

The Sand Filter. Where comparatively large quantities of water

are to be filtered, the sand filter is the type of filter used. The

general plans for the construction of such a filter are shown in

Figure 2. (a and b).

The materials used in construction of the filter box or tank

should be either good concrete or else good brick laid in cement

mortar. The inlet and outlet and overflow pipes should be built into

the walls of the filter so that there can be no leakage around them.

The open spaces in the crushed rock or coarse gravel shown in the

bottom of the filter furnishes a collecting basin so that the whole

area of the filter is brought into operation. The sand layer, at the

time of construction, should not be less than about three feet deep.

Depths greater than five feet are more expensive without giving added

safety. The water should be kept at a depth of two feet or more over

the top of the sand, so that the surface of the sand will not be dis-

turbed by any possible currents from the entering water or from

other sources. The sand required for a filter is about the same as

a "good plastering sand." It should be screened through a sieve of

ten or twelve meshes per linear inch (fly screen), to remove all vege-

table matter, coarse particles, clay lumps, etc. The best results are

obtained by using, for the filter sand, a sand that will pass through

a screen having about twenty meshes to the inch and that will not

pass throught a screen having 50 meshes to the inch (screens Nos. 20

and 50); but such screening materially increases the cost. The

Chamber "B" (Fig. 2) is necessary to make it possible to control the

rate of flow of water through the filter. The rising outlet pipe in this

chamber should be a piece of flexible hose with the upper end held at

the proper height by being fastened to the wall of the filter by a cord

or wire.

Operation of the Filter. When the filter is completed, raise the

end of the rubber hose above the level of the inlet pipe; then fill the

filter with water, taking care to disturb the surface of the sand as
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little as possible. Now, lower the end of the hose about one and

one-half inches below the level of the inlet; turn on the water in the

inlet pipe and the filter is in operation. The water passing through

the filter for the first two or three days should be allowed to waste,

after which time it may be turned into the cistern or reservoir. The

filter gives best results when operating continuously at a fixed rate.

To make this possible, the reservoir or cistern should be provided

with an overflow.

The rate of operation should be about fifty gallons per square

foot per day. The head "h" (Fig. 2) required to pass this quantity

of water will vary with the sand used and with the length of time

the filter has been in operation. When the filter is new or has just

been cleaned, "h" should not be over two inches; after a month cr

more service it may be twenty inches. Th filter should then be

cleaned.

Cleaning the Filter. Close the inlet pipe and draw off the water

from the filter. With a square pointed shovel or similar instrument,

carefully remove the upper one-half or three-fourths inch of sand.

Then fill the filter with filtered water, if possible, pouring the water

into the filter through the discharge chamber. When the filter is

full, open the inlet pipe, set the end of the discharge pipe just below

the level of the inlet, and the filter is in operation again. If the filter

is filled with raw water, the flow for two or three days must be

wasted, as previously described.

Size Required. If the house is not provided with pressure water,

but all water has to be pumped from the cistern, as used, the dom-

estic use will average from ten to fifteen gallons per person per day.

If the house is provided with pressure water and fitted with bath,

toilet and other conveniences which go with pressure water, the use

will be from thirty to fifty gallons per person per day. Taking all

kinds of stock into consideration, the use will be about six gallons

per head per day in winter and about sixteen gallons per head per

day in summer. Using the average of the above figures and assum-

ing that water must be stored for use for one-half of the year, a

family of five people having twenty head of stock will require per

day as follows:
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part sand, the walls being thoroughly wet before the mortar is put on.

Whenever fresh concrete is to be joined to that which is set, the sur-

face of the old concrete should be thoroughly cleaned and wet anl

covered with mortar before the fresh concrete is put in place.

A good concrete slab cover is preferable but a well made wooden

cover will serve very well.

Chemical Treatment

There are a great many different chemicals used in the purifica-

tion of water, but most of them require an expert operator to apply

them so as to get results. Some others are so injurious to health that

they may be used only in carefully determined quantities and by a

skilled chemist. Leaving these two classes out of consideration, we
have only one or two chemicals which are available for use on the

farm.

Hypochlorite Process. For the destruction of all dangerous bac-

teria which may be in the water ,nothing equals in efficiency and

convenience ordinary Chloride of Lime. This may be obtained from

almost any grocery store in small cans costing but a few cents and

the amount required is so small as to make the cost almost negligible.

It should be used in the following manner:

One tablespoonful of the Chloride of Lime is dissolved in ten

quarts of water. This quantity is sufficient to treat 1000 gallons of

water, and the operation is carried but by simply pouring the clear

solution into the water to be treated and stirring thoroughly. This

solution is a powerful germicide and its action is very rapid, ten

minutes or so being all the time required to carry out the purification.

One quart of this solution is sufficient to treat effectively a tank con-

taining 100 gallons of water, and one pint of it stirred into a 50-

gallon barrel full of water will destroy any dangerous germs and
make the water safe for drinking purposes.

One is cautioned against using too much of the chemical, not

because it is dangerous at all, but because an undesirable odor or

taste may be imparted to the water when too large amounts are used.

The strength of solution indicated above, used in the manner de-

scribed, will be found perfectly satisfactory. The qualities of the
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water will be in no wise impaired and no undesirable conditions wi-i

arise from its use. On the other hand, dangerous water may be made

safe and much sickness prevented.

The solution loses its strength if left standing open for any

time but may be kept for several days in a tightly stoppered bottle.

If so kept, it becomes a very handy germicide to use during the har-

vesting and threshing season. The water used about the cookhouse

and for drinking purposes in the field and about the threshing ma-

chine can be made safe and the amount of typhoid fever and other

intestinal trouble made much less.

Lime Process. Lime is sometimes used for purification of water.

About two or three pounds of quicklime is required for 1000 gallons

of water. If the water is very hard, a large amount must be used.

The quicklime is slacked in a pail of water and is then added to the

cistern or reservoir full of water and stirred in thoroughly. The

action of lime is much slower than that of the Chloride of Lime, as

the former requires about 24 hours to sterilize the water. The chief

difficulty in the use of lime is the accumulation of sediment in the

bottom of the reservoir due to the settling of the lime. The bulk of

sediment is many times the bulk of the lime used and frequent clean-

ing is necessary. The hypochlorite treatment is recommended rather

than lime treatment.
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State College of Washington
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